
KOREAN IDOL OBSESSION

Sasaeng means private life in Korean, but in this case it refers to obsessive fans. Kwak says the media is partly
responsible for the phenomenon, as it focuses too much on hallyu â€“ Korean pop culture â€“ not allowing people to
appreciate diversity. In one case, a fan broke into K-pop.

Eun stated that he developed an addiction to video games, as he would stay at home out of fear of being
accosted by crowds of fans. She posted the picture of her face half-covered by her hand, showing the
blood-writing and the scar on her wrist. I also want to get the front of my eye elongated so that my eyes appear
larger. The sweet admiration turned out to be a scary. To condemn someone for doing so is harsh. The band
members, Leeteuk and Heechul , were unharmed, but Heechul later tweeted that he still suffered after-effects
from the accident and was often afraid to drive. It could be mere coincidence that, with the incredible rise of
K-pop, the plastic surgery age may be trending younger. Many K-pop fans find themselves enchanted by the
catchy music and captivating looks of these K-pop idols. Stalker-fans, or known commonly as sasaeng fans or
'private-life' fans in Korean , have always been a pest in the K-pop community. Physical assault is one
perceived way of being remembered. Ex-stalker fan of K-pop idol reveals why it is not worth it PHOTO:
Pixabay AsiaOne Jun 28, Waiting outside their houses, chasing their cars and catching the same flights as
idols are all in a day's work for these fans. One may not even know that he is already obsessed with something
or someone until his obsessions reaches to the extreme. Now they are slowly reaching the US market, as some
idol groups have and soon will be debuting in the US. Plastic surgeons in Seoul have also noticed the
downward age trend for their clientele. In the same story, one plastic surgeon commented how a consequence
of this boom was that young women, who often come with pictures of their favorite stars, were starting to look
increasingly alike because Koreans tended to agree on what constitutes a pretty face. After serving a jail term
of 1 year, the fan resumed following the singer, ultimately assaulting him and breaking his nose. So what
drives these fans to commit these bizarre acts? Park Hyun-cheol, a doctor at OZ Cosmetic Clinic in Seoul,
estimates that as many as 20 percent of his patients are under the age of  There are emotions invested in the
part of the fan such as adoration, idolization and other extreme feelings of fondness. Known for their
disruptive tendencies, the behaviors of these fans have been cast into the spotlight again after they tried to call
BTS member Jungkook on his phone during a live stream. The stars of pop culture are getting younger, and
their fans are getting younger. This is how extreme Sasaeng fans are. That same year, the South Korean
government's Korea Creative Content Agency reportedly founded a support center for celebrities to offer
counseling services "to relieve [celebrities] of any psychological stress. Commonplace today on numerous
K-pop fan websites are speculative stories about whether pop idols with picture-perfect facial features are
natural or the work of a talented plastic surgeon. Jaejoong issued an apology for lashing out at fans.


